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Abstract
There is a wide variety of studies that propose different classifiers
to solve a large amount of problems in distinct classification scenar-
ios. The No Free Lunch theorem states that if we use a big enough set
of varied problems, all classifiers would be equivalent in performance.
From another point of view, the performance of the classifiers is de-
pendant of the scope and properties of the datasets. In this sense,
new proposals on the topic often focus on a given context, aiming at
improving the related state-of-the-art approaches.
Data Complexity Metrics have been traditionally used to deter-
mine the inner characteristics of datasets. This way, researchers are
able to categorise the problems in different scenarios. Then, this tax-
onomy can be applied to determine inner characteristics of the datasets
in order to determine intervals of good and bad behaviour for a given
classifier.
In this work we will take advantage of the Data Complexity Metrics
in order to design a fuzzy meta-classifier. The final goal is to create
decision rules based on the inner characteristics of the data to apply a
different version of the fuzzy classifier for a given problem. To do so,
we will make use of the FARC-HD classifier, an Evolutionary Fuzzy
System that has led to different extensions in the specialized litera-
ture. Experimental results show the goodness of this novel approach
as it is able to outperform all versions of FARC-HD on a wide set of
problems, and obtain competitive results (in terms of performance and
interpretability) versus two selected state-of-the-art rule-based classi-
fication system, C4.5 and FURIA.
Keywords:Data Complexity Metrics, Meta-classifier, Fuzzy Rule Based
Classification System, Evolutionary Fuzzy System.
1 Introduction
Over the last decades, much effort has been invested into designing new
classifiers. However, their performance is very dependent on the problem to
solve. In fact, following the No Free Lunch theorem [1,2], if all classifiers are
evaluated using a big enough set of problems, all those classifiers would be
equivalent.
When a fuzzy classifier is designed, it is usually evaluated using a set
of problems with certain properties, i.e. imbalanced [3, 4], high dimensional
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problems [5,6] among others. In this way, we can guess a relation between the
characteristics of the problem and the performance of the classifier. Related
to it, Data Complexiy Metrics describe problem’s properties that can be used
to know in advance the behaviour for each classifier [6–9]. These properties
may focus on different aspects, as the class distribution, the level of overlaping
between features, and so on. For example, a given metric can provide us
information whether a problem can be solved by linear programming just
computing the minimum sum of error distance of each dataset’s point to
a hyperplane which separates these points into two groups or classes. If it
equals 0 means that the problem can be solved with no error by simple linear
programming. Therefore this metric can be used as an indicator of the ease
of a problem.
In [10] 12 of these metrics were used to discover intervals of good and
bad behaviour for a set of three classifiers. In other words, they discovered
subspaces in the hyperspace of the 12 Data Complexity Metrics where a
classifier performs good, bad or unstable. These intervals might be used to
extract domains of competence (DoC) for a classifier and derive usage rules
which determine a priori its performance for a problem with the interval
characteristics.
Our aim in this work is to design a data complexity guided classifier based
on the previous ideas. This process is divided into two steps:
• First of all we will start from a set of classifiers and we will analyse their
behaviour on different type of problems, where each type is described
by Data Complexity Metrics (DCMs).
• With the former information, we will design a hierarchical rule decision
system (HRDS) to decide which fuzzy classifier would have the best
performance on a certain problem.
As case study we have selected the family of FARC-HD classifiers (Fuzzy
Association Rule-Based Classification model for High-Dimensional problems),
i.e. the original approach [11] and three extensions (IVTURS [12], IVTURS-
Imb [13] and FARC-FW [14]) designed to focus on problems with specific
characteristics. As a consequence, it is interesting to analyse the meta-
classifier, called FAR Meta-Classifier (FAR-MC), to check whether the spe-
cialisations of the extensions are used for their respective specific problems
or not.
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The rationale of the selection of Fuzzy Rule Based Classification Systems
(FRBCS) as baseline algorithms is based on two criteria: (1) their good
performance and interpretability in different contexts of applications; and
(2) they are models which can natively deal with the uncertainty of the data
from real world problems, leading to very robust classification systems. In
addition, FARC-HD is a state-of-the-art algorithm which has proved to be a
robust classifier in different scenarios [15,16] as well as its variants [17,18].
Our proposed meta-classifier approach can be embedded with any fam-
ily of classifiers. However, the benefits of using interpretable models, such
as fuzzy classifiers, add more advantages to the output model. It provides a
simple yet powerful set of linguistic rules that provides a clearer description of
the phenomena, and therefore allows users and experts to easily understand
the problem. We must point out that a meta-classifier is quite different from
an ensemble: whereas the first one combines the individual outputs of multi-
ple classifiers, the second just selects one classifier to predict. Therefore, the
use of an ensemble of fuzzy classifiers affects drastically to the interpretabil-
ity of the output model, whereas our proposed meta-classifier maintains the
original one from the selected classifiers.
Finally, regarding the experimentation phase, we will use a large set of
binary class problems (up to 421) to train and evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithm. We have applied a novelty procedure to split the
group of datasets, called Distribution-Balanced Data Complexity Metrics
(DB-DCM), preserving the characteristic distribution of the problems. We
have left 251 datasets for training and 170 for test. In the evaluation process
we have carried out a comparison between FAR-MC and its base classifiers.
Also to keep in mind the upper bound of the performance of FAR-MC, we
show the results of the perfect meta-classifier which always selects the best
base classifier for each problem, called Oracle. To conclude, our proposal will
also be compared versus C4.5 [19] and FURIA [20] in two versions: using and
not the preprocessing technique SMOTE [21], encouraged for the imbalanced
datasets classification [22]. The results show the goodnes and robustness of
FAR-MC.
To sum up, the main contributions of this research can be enumerated as
follows:
• We make use of DCMs to generate intervals of behaviour, based on [7]
and [10], to understand the inner characteristics of the problems from
which each classifier is better suited.
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• We build a meta-classifier based on a HRDS from the intervals of be-
haviour. This current research supposes one step forward to the find-
ings extracted in [10]. Specifically, apart from discovering the prop-
erties of the intervals of behaviour, we combine this information to
automatically compose a HRDS in order to generate a meta-classifier
which benefits from the best behaviours of the individual classifiers.
Therefore, it is able to automatically decide which is the most suitable
fuzzy classifier to be applied to a given problem to achieve the highest
performance.
• We will use a family of fuzzy classifiers to build the meta-classifier,
called FAR-MC.
• Our conclusions are supported by a thorough experimental study using
a large set of problems. For the validation, we have splitted it into train
and test set of problems using DB-DCM, a procedure which preserves
the characteristics of the datasets in each group, leading to more robust
and reliable conclusions.
This paper is structured into 5 sections. In Section 2 we define Data
Metric Complexities and present how these metrics can be used to define
the behaviour of different classifiers depending on the dataset characteristics.
Afterwards we describe how we use these definitions to build FAR-MC. Then,
in Sections 3 and 4 we describe the experimental framework and the study
performed in this work respectively. Finally, in Section 5 we summarise the
conclusions and expose some future work on the topic. Furthermore, as
complementary material1, we provide additional information about the used
multi-class and derived binary datasets. It is also inluded information about
characteristics of the datasets which each base classifier process in the HRDS
of FAR-MC, as well as the percentage that they represent in relation with
the full set of train or test problems.
2 Meta-hierarchical rule decision systems to
Design Robust Fuzzy Classifiers
In this research, we propose using a family of fuzzy classifiers in order to
generate a meta-classifier that is able to outperform the single algorithms it
1http://simd.albacete.org/supplements/FARMC.html
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is composed of. To do so, we describe the algorithms’ behaviour by means
of DCMs, and then we use this information to generate a meta-hierarchical
rule descision system.
This section is divided as follows. First, in Subsection 2.1, we describe
DCMs and how these metrics can be used to categorise problems based on
their inner characteristics. Then, we explain how these characteristics are
used to generate the domains of competence (good, bad and unstable be-
haviour) for a set of classifiers. Afterwards, in Subsection 2.2, we adapt the
usage of an automatic software to generate the aforementioned domains of
competence to our requirements. Finally, in Section 2.3, we detail the proce-
dure to generate the meta-hierarchical rule decision system used by FAR-MC
based on the domains of competence.
2.1 Describing Algorithms’ Behaviour by means of Data
Complexity Metrics
DCMs are measures that characterise datasets, i.e. the difficulty of a classi-
fication problem [23]. The nature of dataset properties can vary, so it does
the definition of DCMs. For example, some problems have nonzero Bayes
error [7]. Others have a complex decision boundary and/or subclass struc-
tures. Certain problems have a high dimensional feature space and sparseness
of available samples which lead to estimation difficulties, etc.
In [7] authors focused on a set of 12 geometrical characteristics of the
class distributions, as they support that these are more discriminant than
other metrics for classification problems. This set of DCMs was divided
into 3 blocks (see Table 1). The first one contains DCMs which measures
the overlaps in feature values from different classes. The second measures
the separability of classes. Finally, the last block is formed by measures of
geometry, topology and density of manifolds.
To test if these metrics describe well or not the difficulty of a classifica-
tion problem, in [7] they treat each dataset as a point in a 12-dimensional
hyperspace, and examined the distribution of these points in this space by
the density plots and pairwise scatter plots for interesting structures. They
employ a set of 944 binary class (real and synthetic) problems, where some of
the synthetic are random noise (they assign a random class to each instance).
Firstly, they conclude that the distribution of real world problems is signif-
icantly different from that of random noise. Therefore, real world problems
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Table 1: Data complexity measures
Type Id. Description
Measures of overlaps in F1 Maximum Fisher’s
feature values from discriminant ratio
different classes F2 Volume of overlap region
F3 Maximum (individual)
feature efficiency
Measures of separability of L1 Minimized sum of error
classes distance by linear
programming
L2 Error rate of linear classifier
by linear programming
N1 Fraction of points on class
boundary
N2 Ratio of average intra/inter
class NN distance
N3 Error rate of 1NN classifier
Measures of geometry, L3 Nonlinearity of linear
topology and density of classifier by linear
manifolds programming
N4 Nonlinearity of 1NN classifier
T1 Fraction of points with
associated adherence
subsets retained
T2 Average number of points per
dimension
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have learnable structures which can be used to describe them. Regarding the
difficulty of a classification problem, they found that there exist structures in
the 12-dimensional hyperspace that reveal the intricate relationships among
the factors which affects the difficulty of a problem.
However, the performance achieved by a classifier is dependant on both
the difficulty of a problem and the classifier. In [10] the authors use this set
of DCMs to describe the characteristics of the datasets in order to identify
regions of good, bad and not characterised behaviour for different classifiers.
The objetive is to know a priori if a certain classifier would perform well or
poorly for a specific problem.
The main idea behind the performance prediction is based on the relation
between the DCMs of a problem and the accuracy obtained with the classifier.
To better understand this concept, they show plots where problems (in x-
axis) are sorted by a specific DCM and the accuracy is in the y-axis. One
of these plots is shown in Figure 1, which depicts an example of the former
behaviour for the DCM F3, in which there is a region defined by values of this
metric between 0.01 and 0.75 where the accuracy obtained by the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is unstable and in most cases below 90%.
On the contrary, for F3 values upon 0.75 the accuracy is more stable and
generally over 95%.
Figure 1: Accuracy of SVM for problems sorted by F3 DCM.
For each classifier, there can be more than one region of good/bad/not
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characterised behaviour, as they are using several data complexity metrics.
In order to guess the performance of a classifier for a certain problem, it is
neccesary to combine all this information. For example, a problem may have
a low value of L1, where the classifier SVM behaves good, and a low value
of F1, where its behaviour is bad. In [7] they performs deriving one rule per
good, bad behaviour, and not characterised regions with the form depicted
in Figure 2, where DCMi refers to one of the used DCMs.
“If DCMi ∈ [a, b] then the behaviour of classifier C is good/bad/not
characterised”
Figure 2: Form of the rules to characterise the behaviour of a classifier.
Then, all the good behaviour rules are combined into a single one using the
or operator. They call this rule Positive Rule Disjunction (PRD). Similary,
they do the same with the bad behaviour rules, calling this rule Negative
Rule Disjunction (NRD). The PRD and NRD rules may present overlapping
in their support (the problems that they cover). However, mutually exclusive
description of the good and bad regions is desirable in order to estimate
the behaviour of the classifier. In order to tackle this issue, they consider
the conjunctive operator and (∧) and the difference operator and not (∧¬)
between the PRD and NRD rules. After analysing different combinations
of PRD and NRD rules using these two operators, they conclude that good
behaviour regions are described directly by the rule “PRD”, bad regions are
described by the rule “NRD ∧¬ PRD”, and not characterized regions are
described by the rule “not PRD and not (NRD ∧¬ PRD)”. To check the
behaviour of these rules they show some pictures which show the accuracy
for a classifier for each group of datasets described by the good and bad
behaviour and the non characterized region. One of these figures, for the
SVM classifier and the set of 340 training problems, is shown in Figure 3.
In [10] was also developed a software tool for the automatic extraction
method of the domains of competence2, called ComplexityRuleExtraction.
This software generates the intervals for good, bad behaviours and not char-
acterized regions for each DCM. At the same time, it describes which datasets
match with each rule. The main outline of the automatic extraction method
is described in Figure 4. It manages four definitions, two for good and bad
behaviour elements (Definitions 1 and 2), and other two for intervals of good
2http://sci2s.ugr.es/DC-automatic-method
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Figure 3: Accuracy of SVM for problems grouped by PRD and NDR ∧¬
PRD.







to the mean training, test and training minus test accuracy for the whole set






refers to the mean
training, test and training minus test accuracy for the datasets in the interval
V (ui ∈ V ). Also, this software requires two input parameters, minGoodEle-
mentTest and threshold, which refers to the minimum accuracy level for a
good behaviour element and the improvement required in terms of mean test
accuracy for an interval of datasets against the mean test accuracy for the
whole set of problems.
Definition 1 A good behaviour element ui is such that
1. utesti ≥ minGoodElementTest; and
2. utrai − utsti ≤ U
diff
Definition 2 A bad behaviour element ui is such that
1. utesti < minGoodElementTest; and
2. utrai − utsti > U
diff
Definition 3 An interval of good behaviour V = {ui, . . . , uj} is such
that
1. V
diff ≤ Udiff ; and
2. V
tst ≥ U tst+ threshold; and
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1: INPUT: A list of datasets U = {u1, u2, . . . , un}. Each dataset ui has
associated a tuple T containing the training and test accuracy values for
a particular learning method and its 12 data complexity values.
2: OUTPUT: A set of intervals G in which the learning method shows
good behaviour, and a set of intervals B where the learning method
shows bad behaviour.
3: G← {}
4: B ← {}
5: for each CMj ∈ DCMs do
6: //Sort the list U by each data complexity measure CMj
7: UCMj ← sort(U ,CMj)
8: //Search for good behaviour intervals
9: i← 1
10: while i < n do
11: pos ← nextImportantGoodPoint(ui,UCMj)
12: if pos 6= −1 then
13: V ← extendGoodInterval(pos,UCMj)
14: G← G ∪ {V }
15: ui ←Mup(V )
16: end if
17: end while
18: //Search for bad behaviour intervals
19: i← 1
20: while i < n do
21: pos ← nextImportantBadPoint(ui,UCMj)
22: if pos 6= −1 then
23: V ← extendBadInterval(pos,UCMj)
24: B ← B ∪ {V }




29: //Merge and filter the intervals if necessary
30: G← mergeOverlappedIntervals(G)
31: G← dropSmallIntervals(G)
32: B ← mergeOverlappedIntervals(B)
33: B ← dropSmallIntervals(B)
34: return {G,B}
Figure 4: Automatic Extraction Method.
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3. ∀uj ∈ V ;utstj ≥ minGoodElementTest











In order to extract the good, bad behaviour and not characterised in-
tervals a bottom-up process is followed. First, the algorithm arranges the
datasets in U based on the values of one of the 12 DCMs (CMj), generating
a sorted list UCMj . Afterwards, this list is explored from the lowest to the
highest value of CMj: when a good or bad behaviour element ui ∈ UCMj is
found (Definitions 1 and 2), the exploration stops and considers such element
as an initial interval V = ui. This interval is extended by adding adjacent
elements to ui while such interval verifies the Definitions 3 or 4 accordingly.
Once all the possible intervals have been extracted, a generalization pro-
cess is applied in order to merge intervals of the same type which are over-
lapped or slightly separated. Finally, the algorithm runs a filtering process
to remove nonsignificant intervals (which contain a low number of elements).
The regions which have not been labeled as good or bad behaviour are the
non characterized intervals.
2.2 An Automatic Method to Obtain the Domains of
Competence
To extract the domains of competence for each classifier we will adopt the
methodology proposed in [10] which was described in the previous subsection.
The concept of domain of competence for a certain classifier is different
in this work, due to our aim is to design a HRDS which is able to determine
which classifier performs better than the others. That means that the per-
formance of a classifier can be poor but the best among the rest. Therefore,
we define a score value which contrasts the quality of the classifiers among
themselves and we use it to define the domains of competence. This matter
implies two changes:
1. Score instead of accuracy as input performance metric.
2. Parameters needs to be adapted to the score.
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Regarding the first point, one option could be to use the ranking (using
the accuracy, Area Under the ROC Curve, or other performance metric), as
it gives us information about their relative performance, being 1 the best
measurement and n the worst, being n the number of classifiers. However,
this approach performs poorly because it loses information about the relative
difference in terms of performance. The strategy adopted in this work consists
on using the difference of the performance between a classifier and other
labeled as the default classifier. For instance, let Cb be the default classifier
and the individual performance of each classifier for a problem p be mC1p ,
mC2p , . . ., m
Cn
p . Then the score is the difference m
Ci
p −mCbp for i = 1, . . . , n.
In Subsection 2.3 we will detail how we select the default classifier.
The ComplexityRuleExtraction software uses two parameters as inputs:
minGoodElementTest and threshold. Their interpretation are, respectively,
the minimum performance of an element to be considered good and the mean
improvement for a set of problems compared to the mean performance for
all the datasets to be considered as a domain of competence (interval of
good behaviour). Because the score has a different domain, we cannot use
the parametrization recommended by the authors. Instead, we will explore
different configurations for both parameters.
2.3 Meta-Classifier Hierarchical Rule Extraction method
Once the domains of competence have been obtained for all the selected
classifiers, we design a HRDS to decide a priori which classifier is the best
suited one given the characteristics of a certain problem.
As the domains of competence might overlap between classifiers, the pri-
ority order is crucial. In order to determine the classifier’s priority order, we
will evaluate all the possible combinations and we will choose the best. The
number of possible combinations is (n−1)!, as the base classifier is not taken
into account because it is always the last classifier in the hierarchical rule
system (it is the default classifier). However, n should be a small number
(four in our case) so the number of combinations should be small and easily
tackled by any conventional computer.
In addition, the impact of the base classifier on the mean performance is a
constant, as it will be used for the datasets out of the domains of competence
of the other classifiers independently of the order. Therefore, it is not neces-
sary to evaluate its performance on these remaning datasets while searching
for the best classifier’s priority order, which supposes a lower computational
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effort.
For the selection of the default classifier we have designed a wrapper
algorithm which evaluate the HRDS obtained with each classifier as the base
one, and selects the best one according to the mean performance metric. The
pseudocode is shown in Figure 5.
1: INPUT: D, classifiers, mget, th
2: OUTPUT: HRDS
3: bestPerformance ← − inf
4: for all c ∈ classifiers do
5: baseClassifier ← c
6: for i = 1 to (|classifiers| − 1)! do
7: ordClassifiers ← getOrder(i, classifiers - {c})
8: DoC ← getDoC(ordClassifiers, mget, th)
9: performance ← evaluateRDS(DoC, D)
10: if performance > bestPerformance then
11: bestPerformance ← performance
12: bestDoC ← DoC




17: HRDS ← generateHRDS(bestDoC, bestBaseClassifier)
18: return HRDS
Figure 5: Algorithm to generate the best hierarchical rule decision system
(HRDS).
The inputs are a set of datasets, the classifiers, and the two parame-
ters for the ComplexityRuleExtraction software, minGoodElementTest and
threshold. In the following and for readability reasons, these two parameters
are renamed as mget and th respectively. The output is the hierarchical rule
decision system (HRDS ).
Firstly, all the classifiers are tested as the base one. Then it evaluates the
Domain of Competence (DoC) using the ComplexityRuleExtraction software
testing all the orderings for the remaining classifiers. From the best configu-
ration of DoC and base classifier (among all the evaluated configurations) it
builds the HRDS appending the base classifier to the end of the system.
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3 Case Study based on the FARC-HD family.
Experimental Framework
In this section we design FAR-MC, a case study for the meta-hierarchical
rule decision system based on the FARC-HD family. First, in Subsection
3.1, we describe the evolutionary fuzzy systems (EFS) [18] used to learn
the decision system. Then, in Subsection 3.2, we describe the datasets used
to generate and validate FAR-MC. Furthermore, we describe DB-DCM, the
strategy used to perform the split the datasets into train and test sets of
problems. Afterwards, in Subsection 3.3 we justify the selection of the per-
formance metric and we describe the statistical tests used for the evaluation.
Finally, in Subsection 3.4 we detail the parametrization used for the different
methods.
3.1 The Family of FARC-HD Algorithms: Standard
Approach and Current Extensions
Fuzzy rule-based classification systems are highly interpretable models which
can also deal with the imprecision associated to real world data acquisition.
When the data used to build these models consist of a high number of vari-
ables and/or instances, the learning process suffers from exponential growth
of the fuzzy rule search space. Also to generate the database definition (which
contains the fuzzy partition for the variables of the problem) becomes a com-
plex task which have a huge impact in the performance of the classifier.
In such complex scenarios evolutionary algorithms are very suitable and
usually lead to robust solutions. EFS carries out a global search, evolving si-
multaneously the rulebase and the database definition. A well-known state of
the art EFS is FARC-HD (from Fuzzy Association Rule-based Classification
method for High-Dimensional problems) [11]. In addition to its scalability
and robustness, we have selected it because there exist a family of classifiers,
variants of FARC-HD, focused on solving different classification contexts.




FARC-HD is a fuzzy association rule-based classification algorithm for high
dimensional problems [11]. It starts from a predefined fuzzy partition, and
builds a set of candidate rules. This process is done building a search tree
to list all the possible frequent fuzzy item sets, which corresponds directly to
the antecedent of a candidate rule.
However, dealing with the whole set of candidate rules is impracticable
even for small problems. In order to reduce the number of candidate rules,
it selects the most important based on their support, which measures their
coverage with respect to the data. To carry out this process efficiently, the
search tree is pruned based on the apriori principle [24]. If a fuzzy item set
is not frequent (its support does not reach a minimum support threshold),
all the item sets derived from it by adding a fuzzy predicate are not frequent
either, so there is no need to calculate their support and this branch of the
search tree can be pruned.
Moreover, one of the main characteristics of FRBCSs is the interpretabil-
ity, which is dramatically reduced when using rules with a high number of
terms in the antecedent. In order to generate a tractable and interpretable
set of candidate rules, the number of antecedents can be also limited to a
maximum (by limiting the maximum depth of the tree).
In a second phase, it reduces even more the number of candidate rules
though a process called prescreening. This is done because the number of
candidate rules might sill be huge for the subsequent search algorithm. In
order to retain only the best candidate rules, it follows a weighted instance
scheme where iteratively the best candidate rule is selected, and weights
associated to patterns are updated for the next iteration. It stops when all
the patterns are covered by more than kt rules.
Finally, in the third phase, it applies an evolutionary algorithm to select
a subset of the candidate rules to be present in the rule base, and to tune
the membership functions in the data base.
3.1.2 Interval Valued Fuzzy Reasoning Method with Tuning and
Rule Selection (IVTURS)
One of the most important points in the definition of FRBCSs is the mem-
bership functions of the fuzzy variables. This is a difficult task due to the
uncertainty related to their definition. Interval-valued fuzzy sets [25] allows
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to model the ignorance definition of the fuzzy terms [26], as it provides an
interval (instead of a single number) as the membership degree of each el-
ement to this set. In [12] interval-valued fuzzy sets are used to define the
membership functions.
IVTURS starts from an initial FRBCS generated by means of the base
classifier FARC-HD, and then adapts the definition of the membership func-
tions to use the interval-valued fuzzy sets. Finally, it uses a genetic algorithm
to tune the definition of the interval-valued fuzzy sets and to perform a rule
selection process. As the partition of the variables does not use classical
fuzzy sets, the reasoning method has been extended to deal with this type
of fuzzy sets.
Apart of the improvement in the design of the FRBCSs, it uses more
information in the membership function definitions. Therefore, it is expected
to deal better with problems where the density of manifolds is high, but the
output of that instances are slighty different (as it considers the uncertainty
of the membership degrees for that instances).
3.1.3 IVTURS-Imbalanced
Imbalanced problems have received a special interest in the last decades as
a large number of real-world datasets suffer from this problem. Imbalanced
datasets refer to problems where one or more classes are represented by
a large number of examples (known as majority class(es)) while the other
class(es) are represented by only a few examples (known as minority class(es))
[22]. This unbalanced distribution leads the classifier to predict the examples
as one of the majority classes, completely ignoring the minority ones.
IVTURS-Imbalanced [13] is designed to cope with imbalanced problems.
It is a modification of the previous IVTURS algorithm. The learning process
is similar to the one described in [12], but adding a new method just before
applying the evolutionary algorithm to select a subset of the candidate rules
and tune the membership functions. This method rescales the rule weights
of the generated rule base in order to avoid low confidence levels of rules for
the minority class. Also, the inference process has been modified to predict
instances which do not fire any rule. In this case, instead of using a default
prediction rule (as in [11]), it uses a weighted combination of the most suitable
rules in the rule base to classify the uncovered instances.
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3.1.4 Overlapping classes: FARC-FW
The problem of overlapping or class separability refers to regions where sim-
ilar number of instances of both classes (in binary classification problems)
are present. This issue is directly proportional to the hardness of classifying
a problem, i.e. any linearly separable dataset (absence of the overlapping
problem) can be addressed by a naive classifier, regardless the class distribu-
tion [27].
In [14], the FARC-HD algorithm is adapted to deal with class separability
problems. In order to do that, it assigns weights to input variables to allow
giving more importance to some variables, which suffers to a lesser extent the
problem of overlapping. In order to learn the best combination of weights,
they use a wrapper approach, in which for each combination of weights they
apply the evolutionary algorithm used in FARC-HD.
3.2 Datasets: characteristics and validation procedure
The existing metrics to characterize the domain of competence are designed
only for binary class datasets. Also, and in order to obtain good domains
of competence, we need as many datasets as possible and with different
characteristics. In order to do that, we have followed the same strategy
used in [10], taking a large number of multi-class datasets and deriving a set
of binary datasets from them avoiding those which are linearly separable.
These binary problems have been generated from pairwise combinations of
the classes. In order to obtain additional datasets, this methodology has
been also applied grouping the classes by pairs.
Moreover, we have made a selection of the problems used in [10] limit-
ing the number of predictive variables to a maximum of 15. This decision
was taken since the classifier FARC-FW is very time-consuming in terms of
dimensionality. In addition to these datasets we have considered four new
problems: haberman, optdigits, pima and shuttle.
colorblack The number of attributes of the multiclass problems ranges
from 3 to 53, and the number of classes from 2 to 28. From the derived
74994 binary datasets, only 481 are used after the filtering process. For
more information, Table I in the complementary website shows the number
of attributes and classes for the multiclass problems, as well as the derived
and used binary class datasets (Derived b.ds. and Used b.ds. respectively).
Regarding the used binary problems, we also show in Table 2 their charac-
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teristics in terms of DCMs.
Table 2: Statistical information for the Data Complexity Metrics for all the
used binary datasets.
DCM mean s.d. min max
F1 2.3251± 3.7874 0.0019 50.9500
F2 0.2277± 0.3411 0.0000 1.0000
F3 0.7106± 0.6982 0.0000 1.9970
N1 0.2163± 0.1803 0.0018 0.7440
N2 0.4448± 0.2488 0.0112 1.0240
N3 0.1308± 0.1388 0.0000 0.5500
N4 0.1548± 0.1376 0.0000 0.4988
L1 0.5690± 0.4186 0.0738 4.4810
L2 0.2018± 0.1301 0.0000 0.4940
L3 0.3229± 0.1969 0.0000 0.5042
T1 0.9304± 0.0966 0.2100 1.0000
T2 78.8510± 190.1388 8.2310 1458.0000
The validation process is used to measure how well a method generalise
when new input data is received. In data mining, the validation process
usually consists on dividing the dataset into the training and test datasets.
Then, the method is build using the training dataset, and its performance is
assessed over the test dataset. In this work we have two levels of validations:
1. Performance of a single classifier on a single dataset. Focused on val-
idating the performance of the base classifiers during the FAR-MC
construction process.
2. Performance of a single classifier on a set of datasets. Focused on
validating the performance of FAR-MC on a set of “unseen” problems.
To evaluate the performance of a classifier on a dataset we have used
a 10 fold cross-validation. It is a commonly used strategy which divides
the dataset in k folds (10 in this case) and performs k evaluation processes,
training with k− 1 folds and testing with the remaining (each time, the test
fold is different). We have ran three times (using the number of execution as
seed) the 10 fold cross-validation, and the average of the thirty executions is
reported.
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In the second level, to evaluate the performance of the meta-classifier
FAR-MC, we split the datasets into training (Dtrain) and test (Dtest) sets.
The way we make this partition is a key factor in both modelling the classifier
and testing its performance. We propose to use a similar set of training and
test datasets in terms of DCM distributions. In this way, we avoid a different
data complexity metric distribution between the training and test datasets
that could lead to erroneous conclusions.
Our strategy, called DB-DCM, splits datasets into k folds for classifica-
tion problems. The main idea is to stratify the datasets in k folds. The
pseudocode is depicted in Figure 6.
1: Input: points = {p1, . . . , pm}/pi = (pi1, . . . , pini)
2: Output: folds = {f1, . . . , fk}
3: k ← 10
4: fi ← ∅,∀i ∈ 1 to k
5: points ← NormalizeDomains(points)
6: meanPoint ← (mp1, . . . ,mpn)/mpi = pi









10: while points 6= ∅ do
11: ffold ← ffold ∪ {pidx}
12: points ← points −{pidx}








15: fold← (fold + 1) mod k
16: end while
Figure 6: Algorithm to split the datasets into training and test sets.
First of all, we normalise the domain of the variables in the range [0, 1].
Afterwards, we select an initial point and iteratively the nearest unassigned
neighbour is assigned to the next fold until all the points are asigned. At
the end of this process we have a number of folds which contains a similar
distribution of points. We have chosen a number of folds of ten, six for
training and four for test.
Respect to the intial point, instead of choosing it randomly, we select the
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(c) Point selection order us-
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cross).
Figure 7: Example of different initial points for the DCMs stratiffication
process.
Figure 7a). That way, we ensure it is a point in the cortex of the point cloud.
This is better than to be in the center because the latest points will be very
different as the distances between them would be greater, i.e. in Figures 7b
and 7c we show the paths using the farthest and mean point respectively.
Next, we show in the Table 3 the statistics of each DCM in the training
and test set using the previous algorithm (Table 3). As we can see, the values
are quite similar to those in Table 2, which indicates a good stratification
(only for the metric F1 we can observe some differences).
3.3 Selection of a performance metric and statistical
tests for experiment validation
The evaluation criterion has a direct impact on the study, as it is used to
evaluate the classification performance and also to guide the classifier mod-
eling. The accuracy metric is a combination of the values of the confusion
matrix, shown in Table 4, and is one of the most used in classification (Eq.
1). However, this metric does not take into account the class distribution. In
this work we deal with problems with different ratios between the majority
and minority class (from 1 to more than 23). In this framework accuracy
might lead to erroneous conclusions since the minority/negative class has
little impact on accuracy compared to the majority/positive class [13]. As
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Table 3: Statistical information for the Data Complexity Metrics for splitted
sets of the binary problems.
(a) Data Complexity Metrics for the training binary datasets.
DCM mean s.d. min max
F1 2.4951± 4.4888 0.0019 50.9500
F2 0.2247± 0.3382 0.0000 1.0000
F3 0.7092± 0.7013 0.0000 1.9970
N1 0.2134± 0.1778 0.0022 0.7440
N2 0.4460± 0.2461 0.0112 1.0240
N3 0.1300± 0.1383 0.0000 0.5476
N4 0.1525± 0.1354 0.0000 0.4988
L1 0.5652± 0.4364 0.0784 4.4810
L2 0.2000± 0.1300 0.0000 0.4911
L3 0.3230± 0.1982 0.0000 0.5042
T1 0.9314± 0.0954 0.2100 1.0000
T2 75.8409± 176.1891 8.2310 1298.0000
(b) Data Complexity Metrics for the testing Binary Datasets.
DCM mean s.d. min max
F1 2.0741± 2.3810 0.0066 16.4300
F2 0.2321± 0.3453 0.0000 1.0000
F3 0.7127± 0.6937 0.0000 1.9970
N1 0.2206± 0.1838 0.0018 0.7400
N2 0.4431± 0.2527 0.0129 0.9901
N3 0.1321± 0.1395 0.0000 0.5500
N4 0.1583± 0.1408 0.0000 0.4986
L1 0.5746± 0.3906 0.0738 3.8880
L2 0.2046± 0.1302 0.0000 0.4940
L3 0.3227± 0.1950 0.0000 0.5000
T1 0.9291± 0.0983 0.3163 1.0000
T2 83.2954± 208.9653 9.1540 1458.0000
an example, for a dataset whose Imbalanced Ratio (IR, which is the ratio
between the majority and minority class) is equal 9, a naive classifier which
classifies all the examples as negative would achieve an accuracy of 0.9.
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Table 4: Confusion matrix for a binary class problem.
Positive prediction Negative prediction
Positive class True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
Negative class False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)
accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + TN
(1)
For imbalanced datasets, which are problems with an unbalanced distri-
bution between the majority and minority class, it is more appropiate to use
metrics which take into account the class distribution [13,28].
In this work we will use the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) as the
performance metric, which is commonly used in imbalanced problems. AUC
combines the true positive and false positive rates [28] (see Eq. 2), where the









1 + TPrate − FPrate
2
(2)
For the sake of clarity, in the following we will use Dtrain and Dtest for the
sets of train and test datasets, AUCtraintrain and AUC
train
test for the train and test
AUC metric for the datasets of the training set of problems, and similary,
AUCtesttrain and AUC
test
test for the train and test AUC metric for the datasets of
the test set of problems.
To evaluate the performance of FAR-MC we have divided the validation
process in two comparisons. First of all, we will compare the meta-classifier
FAR-MC versus the FARC-HD and variants. Afterwards, we will compare
the performance of FAR-MC and the state-of-the-art classifiers C4.5 [19] and
FURIA [20] in two variants: by using and not the preprocessing technique
SMOTE [21], which is an oversampling technique commonly used to deal
with imbalanced problems [22,29].
For each comparison, we carry out a standardised methodology composed
of a sequence of statistical tests described in [30], and then extended in [31].
The statistical study pipeline consists on the following steps. First of all, we
will apply a Friedman test [32] to check the differences between the evaluated
classifiers. Afterwards, we apply a set of paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests
[33] between the best classifier (in terms of best mean ranking) and the
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rest. In order to reduce the family-wise or type 1 error, we apply a p-value
correction using the Holm’s procedure [34].
It is worth pointing that FAR-MC can never outperforms all other FARC-
HD family-wise classifiers, as at least it will draw with another. As a conse-
quence we have used the version of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test described
in [35] and also recommended in [30] which is able to deal with draws, split-
ting the ranks for ties evenly among the statistics R+ and R−.
3.4 Parametrization set up
Each base classifier is already implemented in the software KEEL [36]. It is a
tool which provides a way to design experiments with different datasets and
computational intelligence algorithms. For each classifier, we will use the de-
fault configuration for the parameters in such software tool. The parameters
configuration shared for all the classifiers are nLabels=5, minSup=0.05, min-
Sup=0.8, depth=3, k=2, popSize=50, bitsgen=30 and FRM =Additive. The
rest of the parameters are, respectively for FARC-HD, IVTURS, IVTURS-
Imb and FARC-FW, maxTrials={15000, 15000, 20000, 1000 + 15000}, and
alpha={0.15, 0.15, 0.2, 0.15}.
In the case of the state-of-the-art algorithms, C4.5, FURIA and the pre-
processing technique SMOTE, also use the default parametrization. In the
case of FURIA, the number of optimizartions is 2 and the number of folds is
3. For C4.5, the confidence level will be set at 0.25, with 2 being the min-
imum number of item-sets per leaf, and the application of pruning will be
used to obtain the final tree. SMOTE configuration will also be the standard
with a 50% class distribution, 5 neighbors for generating the synthetic sam-
ples, and Heterogeneous Value Difference Metric for computing the distance
among the examples.
In the case of the parameters for the automatic domain of competence
extraction, we have used seven possible values for the minimum performance
parameter mget and two possible values for th per each mget: the same value
as mget and this value divided by 10. Hence, we have used fourteen pair of
values for mget and th which are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5: Parameterization for the automatic domain of competence extrac-
tion software.
mget 5e−4 1e−3 2.5e−3 5e−3 7.5e−3 1e−2 1.5e−2
th /1, /10 /1, /10 /1, /10 /1, /10 /1, /10 /1, /10 /1, /10
4 Building a Meta-classifier: Experimental
Analysis with FAR-MC
This section is divided in three blocks. In the Subsection 4.1 we build the
meta-classifier FAR-MC using Dtrain and analyse its behaviour using the
same set of problems. Afterwards, we evaluate the performance of FAR-
MC using the set of test datasets Dtest. In Subsection 4.2 we analyse the
performance of FAR-MC compaing it against FARC-HD and its variants.
Finally, in Subsection 4.3 we compare FAR-MC versus the state of the art
FURIA and C4.5 classifiers, the last one with and without applying the
preprocessing technique SMOTE.
In addition, experiments will include the results of an ideal meta-classifier
called Oracle, which always select the best base classifier for each problem.
It is useful to keep in mind the best reachable results of FAR-MC, so we can
check its performance knowing its upper bound.
4.1 Building the Meta-Classifier (using Dtrain)
Here we use the training datasets Dtrain to build the HRDS of the meta-
classifier FAR-MC. In Subsubsection 4.1.1 we will present a problem related
with datasets whose performance is similar for all the base classifiers. In
order to avoid such problem, we will first apply a preprocessing technique to
filter out those problematic datasets. After that, in Subsubsection 4.1.2 we
perform the construction of the HRDS following the algorithm described in
Figure 5. Then, in Subsubsection 4.1.3 we make an overview of the perfor-
mance of FAR-MC using the same set of problems Dtrain used to build the
meta-classifier.
4.1.1 Dtrain filtering
The domains of competence represent the relative good behaviour, which


























Maximum AUC difference per dataset
Figure 8: Difference between the best and worst classifier in terms of test
AUC and the cut level for discarded datasets.
yse the performance differences we may observe that for some problems the
differences between the best and worst AUC are quite small (see Figure 8).
In other words, the performance of all the FARC-HD family-wise classifiers
are very similar. These datasets do not provide us useful knowledge about
which classifier is the best, so a percentage of them (whose differences are the
lowest) will be removed. Analysing Figure 8, we can see that there are some
datasets whose differences are very low, and then these differences starts to
increase very fast. In this work, we have filtered out the 20% of the datasets
(which are below the red line), allowing to still have a reasonable high number
of datasets.
4.1.2 Generating the Hierarchical Rule Decision System
We have analysed the distribution of the dataset characteristics in Dtrain and
we have found that balanced and imbalanced datasets are equally distributed
(as well as in [10], we have considered IR ≤ 1.5 for balanced and IR >
1.5 for imbalanced problems). As one of the base classifiers is focused on
imbalanced problems, the results might be skewed in benefit of IVTURS-
Imb, with a clear bias to select it as the best classifier in a higher proportion
than the rest of classifiers. Therefore, we have divided the training datasets
Dtraining into balanced Dtrainingbal and imbalanced D
training
imbal in order to analyse
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them separately and build independent hierarchical rule systems, that will be
combined later. In fact, if we compare the results for the training datasets
Dtrain (see Table 6), we can see that the performance of IVTURS-Imb is
noticeable better than the other base classifiers. However, if we observe the
results for the balanced and imbalanced training datasets (Tables 7 and 8
respectively) the results are quite different. In the case of balanced datasets,
paying attention to the AUC, FARC-FW and FARC-HD would be the best,
but if we focus on the percentage of perfect hits (same results than the Oracle)
IVTURS seems to be the best. On the contrary, in the case of imbalanced
problems, IVTURS-Imb is clearly the outstanding classifier both in terms of
AUC and Hits. Attending the win/tie/loss metric, no other classifier seems
to behave similar IVTURS-Imb. Also, if we see the Hits it reaches the 45%,
while the second best classifier reaches only the 21%.
As a consequence, we have determined to use always IVTURS-Imb in
the case of imbalanced problems (rule “If IR > 1.5 then IVTURS-Imb”).
In contrast, in the case of balanced datasets there is not an outstanding
classifier, implying the necessity of applying our methodology to discover a
hierarchical rule system to select the best model for different contexts.
Table 6: Summary results for all the training datasets.
(a) Training and test AUC for all the training datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. hits
FARC-FW 0.9395± 0.009 0.8685± 0.072 0.20
FARC-HD 0.9328± 0.009 0.8675± 0.070 0.23
IVTURS 0.9279± 0.009 0.8688± 0.069 0.27
IVTURS-Imb 0.9423± 0.008 0.8754± 0.069 0.37
Oracle 0.9425± 0.008 0.8845± 0.065 1.00
(b) Win/tie/loss comparison using test AUC for all the training datasets.
FARC-FW FARC-HD IVTURS IVTURS-Imb Oracle
FARC-FW 0/251/0 124/7/120 113/5/133 85/6/160 0/49/202
FARC-HD 120/7/124 0/251/0 120/6/125 91/5/155 0/57/194
IVTURS 133/5/113 125/6/120 0/251/0 95/7/149 0/68/183
IVTURS-Imb 160/6/85 155/5/91 149/7/95 0/251/0 0/93/158
Oracle 202/49/0 194/57/0 183/68/0 158/93/0 0/251/0
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Table 7: Summary results for balanced training datasets.
(a) Training and test AUC for balanced training datasets.
classifiers train± s.d. test± s.d. hits
FARC-FW 0.9295± 0.006 0.8703± 0.049 0.20
FARC-HD 0.9256± 0.006 0.8701± 0.049 0.25
IVTURS 0.9187± 0.006 0.8723± 0.048 0.38
IVTURS-Imb 0.9228± 0.006 0.8714± 0.049 0.29
Oracle 0.9270± 0.005 0.8810± 0.045 1.00
(b) Win/tie/loss comparison using test AUC for balanced training datasets.
FARC-FW FARC-HD IVTURS IVTURS-Imb Oracle
FARC-FW 0/122/0 56/6/60 47/4/71 46/5/71 0/24/98
FARC-HD 60/6/56 0/122/0 50/3/69 53/4/65 0/30/92
IVTURS 71/4/47 69/3/50 0/122/0 59/6/57 0/46/76
IVTURS-Imb 71/5/46 65/4/53 57/6/59 0/122/0 0/35/87
Oracle 98/24/0 92/30/0 76/46/0 87/35/0 0/122/0
4.1.3 Evaluation of FAR-MC
After running the algorithm described in Figure 5 using the 14 combinations
of parameters for mget and th, the best results were obtained using mget =
0.01 and th = 0.001, and the best default classifier was FARC-FW. The rule
system, combined with the ad-hoc designed rule for the imbalanced datasets,
is shown in Figure 9.
In the case of the rule for IVTURS-Imb it uses three DCMs based on the
class separability: middle values for N2, small for N3 and high values for N4.
Respect to the rule for IVTURS it uses two measures of class overlapping
(highest value for F2 and smallest for F3), and two of geometry, topology
and density of manifolds (small values for N4 and the highest value for T1).
This HRDS suggests that the scope of the base classifiers and the DCMs
used in the decision rules differ. However, we have analysed the DCM char-
acteristics of the datasets which fires each rule, and from this point of view
results agree with what we expected. We think it is related to the generation
process: the domains of competence used for each decision rule are selected
from the best combination of mget, th and rule orders in terms of AUC, so the
best dataset split for each classifier is achieved with this system. However,
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Table 8: Summary results for imbalanced training datasets.
(a) Training and test AUC for imbalanced training datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. hits
FARC-FW 0.9490± 0.012 0.8667± 0.093 0.19
FARC-HD 0.9397± 0.012 0.8650± 0.090 0.21
IVTURS 0.9366± 0.011 0.8654± 0.090 0.17
IVTURS-Imb 0.9607± 0.010 0.8792± 0.088 0.45
Oracle 0.9571± 0.010 0.8878± 0.085 1.00
(b) Win/tie/loss comparison using test AUC for imbalanced training datasets.
FARC-FW FARC-HD IVTURS IVTURS-Imb Oracle
FARC-FW 0/129/0 68/1/60 66/1/62 39/1/89 0/25/104
FARC-HD 60/1/68 0/129/0 70/3/56 38/1/90 0/27/102
IVTURS 62/1/66 56/3/70 0/129/0 36/1/92 0/22/107
IVTURS-Imb 89/1/39 90/1/38 92/1/36 0/129/0 0/58/71
Oracle 104/25/0 102/27/0 107/22/0 71/58/0 0/129/0
also the dataset properties for each rule agree with the scope of its classifier.
The information related with the DCM characteristics for the set of prob-
lems which fire each decision rule can be consulted in the appendix which
can be downloaded in the complementary website. In the table related to
the training datasets, we may observe from these results that in the case
of IVTURS-Imb for balanced datasets, the IR is greater than in the other
two cases. This makes sense as IVTURS-Imb was designed for imbalanced
problems. Analysing the DCM for the datasets fired by IVTURS, the most
remarkable statistics are high T2 values, which refers to the density of man-
ifolds (ratio between the number of instances and the number of input vari-
ables), and low values for F1 which implies high overlapped data. Then,
the datasets which fires the FARC-FW classifier have very high values for
F1 (which refers to low overlaping between features) and low values for T2
which means a low ratio between the number of instances and the number
of features. These results are reasonable from the point of view of the scope
of each classifier. Only for the case of FARC-FW we expected a set of prob-
lems with high overlaping between features, but we found the opposite. This
might be because IVTURS-Imb also deals well with this type of datasets and
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Figure 9: Hierarchical Rule System generated from Dtrain.
The results for the proposed meta-classifier FAR-MC are depicted in Ta-
ble 9. As it was carried out previously, the mean training and test AUC is
reported for all the classifiers, including FAR-MC and the Oracle, and the
percentage of times each classifier matches with the decision of the Oracle.
Also, the metric win/tie/loss is shown.
If we focus on the average train and test AUC values, all of them are quite
similar, even the Oracle classifier. This is due to the behaviour of all the base
classifiers, which in mean are very similar (here we notice the effect of the
No Free Lunch theorem). However, if we pay attention to the hits or win/tie
loss metric, results are very different. In the case of imbalanced datasets,
obviously FAR-MC and IVTURS-Imb have the same results as they behave
equally.
Regarding the set of balanced problems, we may extract the following
conclusions. First, in terms of hits (same results as the Oracle), IVTURS
and FAR-MC seems to be better than the rest. Between these two classifiers,
the win/tie/loss point out that FAR-MC is more robust than IVTURS.
4.2 Testing FAR-MC against the FARC-HD family clas-
sifiers
Once we have learnt the hierarchical rule system of FAR-MC, we will evaluate
its performance over the test set of problems Dtest.
As in the standard classification task, this will allow us to determine
the goodness of our approach on a set of unseen problems, so that we can
determine whether our FAR-MC classifier is able to achieve a good generali-
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sation, i.e. the rules have been properly learnt and are valid for new unseen
problems.
Similarly than in the previous subsection, for each rule we show in the
complementary material (table of test datasets) the number of datasets from
Dtest which fire each rule, and the characteristics in terms of DCM for this set
of problems. If we compare these results with those for the training datasets
(the two tables shown in the previous website), we can extract similar con-
clusions. In fact, if we compare the percentage of datasets which fire each
rule for both sets of problems Dtrain and Dtest, we can see that these numbers
are quite similar. That means that the knowledge extracted in the training
phase can be also applied to unseen problems, which implies a good gener-
alisation capability of the HRDS. It also confirms our initial hypothesis and
relates the DCM values and the performance of the classifiers, supporting
the research carried out in this work.
The results for Dtest are shown in Table 10. For all the classifiers we
show the training and test AUC (± the standard deviation), the percentage
of problems where each classifier obtains the same performance as the Oracle,
and the win/tie/loss metric between the best classifier in terms of mean rank
(FAR-MC) and the rest.
In the case of balanced datasets, we can see that FAR-MC has increased
in seven points the percentage of hits respect to the results for Dtrainbal . Com-
paring with the base classifiers, we can appreciate a sligtly decrease in the
relative performance versus FARC-HD (the ratio win/loses for Dtrainbal is 1.66,
and for Dtestbal is 1.44, and a slightly increase versus IVTURS-Imb (1.5 for
Dtrainbal and 1.72 for D
test
bal ). In the case of imbalanced problems, we can see
more uniform results between IVTURS and IVTURS-Imb. However, focus-
ing on the w/t/l metric, it is still the outstanding. Morover, in general we can
extract similar conclusions as for the training datasets Dtrain, which means
that the HRDS has correctly adapted to the new problems, concluding that
FAR-MC has a good generalisation power.
We also performed a statistical test to compare the performance of FAR-
MC against the FARC-HD family-wise classifiers. We will divide the analysis
for the balanced, imbalanced and the full set of test datasets Dtest. The
results can be seen in the Table 11.
In accordance with these experimental results, FAR-MC is the best clas-
sifier in terms of mean rank in all the cases. Moreover, if we observe the cor-
rected p-values FAR-MC is statistically better than the other methods. This
fact supports the conclusions that we extracted previously, stressing FAR-
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MC as the best strategy among the FARC-HD family-wise classifiers. As we
discused before, the results are noticeable better in terms of the win/tie/loss
metric.
4.3 Analysing FARC-Selector versus state-of-the-art
In the context of classification problems, maybe one of the widely used rule-
based algorithms is the C4.5 decision tree [19, 37]. The reasons are its ro-
bustness, efficiency, and good performance [38,39].
FURIA [20] is also a well-known and accurate state-of-the-art fuzzy clas-
sifier, which has been recently used in several works as a baseline algorithm
to compare with [40–44].
Moreover, both algorithms are designed to be used for standard classifi-
cation problems. For imbalanced datasets they has been also widely applied
in conjunction with the SMOTE preprocessing technique [22, 29] (aiming at
rebalancing the training set).
In this section we will compare these state-of-the-art classifiers with our
proposal FAR-MC. To do so, we will apply the same methodology used in
the previous subsection. The prediction performance can be seen in Table
12 (AUC errors and the percentage of the test AUC improvement obtained
with FAR-MC) and the statistical analysis in Table 13.
If we compare FAR-MC versus C4.5 (both variants), the results point
out our proposal as the outperforming classifier, both in terms of mean rank
and the win/tie/loss metric. Paying attention to the corrected p-values, it is
specially worthpointing that FAR-MC is rather better, which supports again
the quality and robustness of FAR-MC. In relation to the test error, we can
see an improvement with respect to the state-of-the-art algorithm greater
than 1%, except for balanced datasets (which is 0.72%).
Focusing on the comparison between the fuzzy classifiers, we observe a
similar behavior in terms of performance between FAR-MC and SMOTE+FURIA,
whereas FAR-MC is significantly better than FURIA in the general case
study (all datasets) and for imbalanced problems. From the point of view of
interpretability, FAR-MC is remarkably more interpretable. FURIA, based
on the well-known RIPPER algorithm [45], tends to generate large systems
of specialised rules (which are formed by many antecedents). Moreover, it
does not generate directly fuzzy rules. Instead, it generates interval based
rules, and the process is followed by a fuzzyfication phase, which generates
hardly interpretable database definitions. On the other hand, FAR based
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classifiers used by FAR-MC aim to produce simple systems, both in terms of
number of rules and number of antecedents per rule (usualy parametrised to
generate rules formed by three antecedents at most).
5 Concluding Remarks
In this work we have proposed FAR-MC, a new meta-classifier that aims to
use the best base classifier among a set of them based on the input dataset
properties. To do so, we have gathered a set of 12 different DCM to create
domains of competence for the associated classifiers. These DCM describe the
dataset properties allowing to determine if a specific classifier may perform
better than the others.
We have generated these domains of competence using the software tool
developed in [10]. To use it properly in the scope of this problem we have
designed a score based on the relative performance between each classifier
and other labeled as the default classifier.
Finally, we have built a hierarchical rule system that aims to select the
best base classifier accordingly to the dataset properties. The experimental
results show a good performance of FAR-MC obtaining significative statisti-
cal differences comparing it versus the base classifiers, specially in the case of
the datasets selected for the validation. We also compared the results versus
the state-of-the-art classifiers C4.5 and FURIA, using and not the prepro-
cessing technique SMOTE. Results show that FAR-MC is much better than
C4.5, and not statistically different from SMOTE+FURIA. However, FAR-
MC produces simpler and more interpretable models. Moreover, based on
the percentage of hits with respect to the Oracle, we believe that there is
field to improve the results following this research line.
As future work, we propose the usage of other alternatives for the score
based on the relative performance. One option could be to use a metric
that uses the information of the relative performance of all the classifiers
at once, as it is the ranking, but without losing the information about the
differences. This can be done by normalising the performance metric for
all the classifiers in the range [0 − 1]. Other alternative could be to use
the ranking of the classifier performances for each problem, and design a
new methodology to derive the domains of competence taking into account
that we deal with this particular metric. Moreover, it could be interesting
to analyse the performance of an ensemble using the same family of FAR
33
classifiers. A comparative of these results versus our proposed meta-classifier
could point out useful conclusions.
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Table 9: Results for the training datasets: training and test AUC (± standard
deviation), percentage of times which reaches the best possible result (Oracle)
and the win/tie/loss metric compared with the best in terms of mean ranking
(FAR-MC).
(a) The full set of datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. hits w/t/l
FARC-FW 0.9395± 0.009 0.8685± 0.072 0.20 147/45/59
FARC-HD 0.9328± 0.009 0.8675± 0.070 0.23 163/6/82
FAR-MC 0.9451± 0.008 0.8775± 0.069 0.42 -/-/-
IVTURS 0.9279± 0.009 0.8688± 0.069 0.27 142/30/79
IVTURS-Imb 0.9423± 0.008 0.8754± 0.069 0.37 39/186/26
Oracle 0.9425± 0.008 0.8845± 0.065 1.00 0/106/145
(b) Balanced datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. hits w/t/l
FARC-FW 0.9295± 0.006 0.8703± 0.049 0.20 58/44/20
FARC-HD 0.9256± 0.006 0.8701± 0.049 0.25 73/5/44
FAR-MC 0.9287± 0.095 0.8757± 0.131 0.39 -/-/-
IVTURS 0.9187± 0.006 0.8723± 0.048 0.38 50/29/43
IVTURS-Imb 0.9228± 0.006 0.8714± 0.049 0.29 39/57/26
Oracle 0.9270± 0.005 0.8810± 0.045 1.00 0/48/74
(c) Imbalanced datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. hits w/t/l
FARC-FW 0.9490± 0.012 0.8667± 0.093 0.19 89/1/39
FARC-HD 0.9397± 0.012 0.8650± 0.090 0.21 90/1/38
FAR-MC 0.9607± 0.010 0.8792± 0.088 0.45 -/-/-
IVTURS 0.9366± 0.011 0.8654± 0.090 0.17 92/1/36
IVTURS-Imb 0.9607± 0.010 0.8792± 0.088 0.45 0/129/0
Oracle 0.9571± 0.010 0.8878± 0.085 1.00 0/58/71
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Table 10: Results for the test datasets: training and test AUC (± standard
deviation), percentage of times which reaches the best possible result (Oracle)
and the win/tie/loss metric compared with the best in terms of mean ranking
(FAR-MC).
(a) The full set of datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. hits w/t/l
FARC-FW 0.9398± 0.009 0.8686± 0.069 0.24 92/31/47
FARC-HD 0.9324± 0.009 0.8667± 0.066 0.19 103/5/62
FAR-MC 0.9431± 0.007 0.8773± 0.067 0.41 -/-/-
IVTURS 0.9268± 0.008 0.8693± 0.067 0.32 87/26/57
IVTURS-Imb 0.9395± 0.008 0.8737± 0.068 0.34 31/121/18
Oracle 0.9417± 0.007 0.8844± 0.062 1.00 0/70/100
(b) Balanced datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. hits w/t/l
FARC-FW 0.9241± 0.005 0.8652± 0.049 0.26 37/29/16
FARC-HD 0.9178± 0.006 0.8610± 0.048 0.22 46/4/32
FAR-MC 0.9219± 0.006 0.8698± 0.048 0.46 -/-/-
IVTURS 0.9113± 0.006 0.8646± 0.048 0.33 36/25/21
IVTURS-Imb 0.9145± 0.007 0.8622± 0.050 0.32 31/33/18
Oracle 0.9230± 0.006 0.8750± 0.044 1.00 0/38/44
(c) Imbalanced datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. hits w/t/l
FARC-FW 0.9545± 0.012 0.8718± 0.088 0.22 55/2/31
FARC-HD 0.9460± 0.011 0.8720± 0.083 0.17 57/1/30
FAR-MC 0.9628± 0.009 0.8843± 0.084 0.36 -/-/-
IVTURS 0.9413± 0.010 0.8736± 0.085 0.31 51/1/36
IVTURS-Imb 0.9628± 0.009 0.8843± 0.084 0.36 0/88/0
Oracle 0.9592± 0.008 0.8932± 0.079 1.00 0/32/56
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Table 11: Statistical test analysis between FARC-Selector and FARC-HD
and its variants.
(a) The full set of datasets (Friedman p-value = 6.23e-05).
classifier rank p-value p-value (Holm) w / t / l
FAR-MC 2.62 - - - / - / -
IVTURS-Imb 2.78 0.052167 0.052167 31 /121/18
IVTURS 3.02 0.000472 0.000945 87 / 26 /57
FARC-FW 3.25 0.000032 0.000095 92 / 31 /47
FARC-HD 3.33 0.000002 0.000009 103/ 5 /62
(b) Balanced datasets (Friedman p-value = 1.00e-01).
classifier rank p-value p-value (Holm) w/ t / l
FAR-MC 2.62 - - - / - / -
IVTURS-Imb 2.95 0.010919 0.021838 31/33/18
IVTURS 3.02 0.014540 0.021838 36/25/21
FARC-HD 3.19 0.002930 0.011718 46/ 4 /32
FARC-FW 3.22 0.003776 0.011718 37/29/16
(c) Imbalanced datasets (Friedman p-value = 5.20e-4).
classifier rank p-value p-value (Holm) w/ t / l
FAR-MC 2.62 - - - / - / -
IVTURS-Imb 2.62 0.500826 0.500826 0 /88/ 0
IVTURS 3.02 0.010574 0.021148 51/ 1 /36
FARC-FW 3.28 0.000886 0.002658 55/ 2 /31
FARC-HD 3.45 0.000152 0.000606 57/ 1 /30
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Table 12: Results for the test datasets: training and test AUC (± standard
deviation) and the win/tie/loss metric compared with the best in terms of
mean ranking (SMOTE+FURIA).
(a) The full set of datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. % test
FAR-MC 0.9431± 0.007 0.8773± 0.067 -
FURIA 0.9233± 0.017 0.8679± 0.068 1.08%
SMOTE+FURIA 0.9400± 0.013 0.8806± 0.063 -0.38%
C4.5 0.9284± 0.015 0.8620± 0.068 1.77%
SMOTE+C4.5 0.9474± 0.013 0.8675± 0.070 1.13%
(b) Balanced datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. % test
FAR-MC 0.9219± 0.006 0.8698± 0.048 -
FURIA 0.9123± 0.012 0.8709± 0.048 -0.13%
SMOTE+FURIA 0.9131± 0.012 0.8728± 0.049 -0.34%
C4.5 0.9225± 0.010 0.8562± 0.052 1.59%
SMOTE+C4.5 0.9266± 0.011 0.8562± 0.054 1.59%
(c) Imbalanced datasets.
classifier train± s.d. test± s.d. % test
FAR-MC 0.9628± 0.009 0.8843± 0.084 -
FURIA 0.9335± 0.022 0.8652± 0.087 2.21%
SMOTE+FURIA 0.9650± 0.014 0.8879± 0.077 -0.41%
C4.5 0.9339± 0.021 0.8674± 0.082 1.94%
SMOTE+C4.5 0.9667± 0.014 0.8780± 0.084 0.72%
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Table 13: Statistical test analysis between FAR-MC and the state-of-the-art
classifiers.
(a) Study with the whole set of test datasets (Friedman p-value = 2.43e-13).
classifier rank p-value p-value (Holm) w / t / l
SMOTE+FURIA 2.41 0.474016 0.474016 - / - / -
FAR-MC 2.56 - - 80 / 2 /88
FURIA 3.17 0.000557 0.001114 102/30/38
SMOTE+C4.5 3.34 0.000004 0.000013 117/11/42
C4.5 3.51 0.000000 0.000001 115/10/45
(b) Study with the set of balanced test datasets (Friedman p-value = 1.46e-10).
classifier rank p-value p-value (Holm) w/ t / l
SMOTE+FURIA 2.47 0.425236 0.625860 - / - / -
FAR-MC 2.49 - - 38/ 0 /44
FURIA 2.68 0.312930 0.625860 33/28/21
SMOTE+C4.5 3.66 0.000020 0.000061 59/ 7 /16
C4.5 3.70 0.000013 0.000054 57/ 6 /19
(c) Study with the set of imbalanced test datasets (Friedman p-value = 1.05e-
07).
classifier rank p-value p-value (Holm) w/t/ l
SMOTE+FURIA 2.35 0.459607 0.459607 - /-/ -
FARCS 2.62 - - 42/2/44
SMOTE+C4.5 3.05 0.035801 0.071601 58/4/26
C4.5 3.34 0.003833 0.011499 58/4/26
FURIA 3.64 0.000033 0.000132 69/2/17
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